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of letters in Paris, 1909
By Chris Hitchen

Machines to speed up operations of all sorts have been the result
of many an ingenious inventor’s efforts. A Monsieur Antal Fodor
from Hungary was the proud creator of a machine to effect the reg-
istration of letters automatically to save customers the need to wait
in the usual counter queue to perform this operation. Not much is
known about this experiment and few letters that used the machine
have survived.

The only recent article is by Paul Lamar who wrote in Les
Feuilles Marcophiles in 1983. He had available an actual cover
which had been kept along with the receipt issued by the machine.

Some 20 years ago David Jennings Bramly kindly gave me a
copy of an article taken from ‘Le Journal des Philatélistes’ for 1909.
I never expected to acquire an example of one of these letters but
was fortunate to do so some years later, Figure 1. How much of the
article in that magazine is supposition it is hard to tell, some of it is
given in the form of an imaginary conversation between the inven-
tor and the Under Secretary of State for Posts and Telegraphs Mon-
sieur Simyan. Fortunately the technical description of the machine’s
workings appears in more than one source so is probably accurate.
Julien Simyan took on the junior ministerial portfolio for the Posts
in October 1906 under the patronage of the Minister for Works
Louis Barthou. As a stepping stone towards a more promising fu-
ture career he set about following a dynamic and technically pro-

gressive path. In 1908 a new design of post box began to appear,
installed first of all in metro stations, referred to as ‘les
Simyanettes’. Unfortunately his relations with the work force left
much to be desired. Lack of money for the postal service had wors-
ened the conditions of the ordinary postmen and postal clerks and
Monsieur Simyan’s high handed and sometimes brutal manner ex-
acerbated matters. In the spring of 1909 two postal strikes broke
out. Georges Clemenceau intervened personally to bring them to an
end with considerable severity. Despite successfully ending the
strikes his ministry fell on 20 July 1909 and with it the career of
Monsieur Simyan. By the time Fodors’ experimental machine was
put on trial therefore his chief supporter in the Post office had gone.
The article in ‘Le Journal des Philatélistes’ suggests that Simyan
hoped to reinvigorate his career with this new invention after the
severe setbacks caused by the strikes and their aftermath. It also
suggests that the office in rue Sainte Anne, not far from the Opéra,
was selected rather than the head office in the rue du Louvre in or-
der to placate a dissatisfied customer who used the office in the rue
Sainte Anne. Whatever the reason, the machine was duly installed
at office 11 of the Paris post on 29 July 1909.

It had four slots, one to accept a nickel 25c coin, a second for the
letter, a third for the issue of a registration receipt and a fourth for
rejected coins. The sender first franked the letter in the usual way

Figure 1. Cover showing Fodor Machine strike
at rue. St. Anne station #11 in Paris, 1909

Figure 2. Instructions printed on back of receipt
provided by the Fodor Machine.
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From the Editor
Paris Meter Experiment

The cover story about a little known experimental registration ma-
chine in Paris in 1909 came to our attention. We would have to claim
this as a meter vending experiment even though it may not have some
characteristics of a an official meter. We were sent on a goose chase
because the original note we found misspelled the inventor’s name.
The France and Colonies Philatelic Society helped us locate Chris
Hitchen who just happened to be researching this same subject.

IBM “Print on Demand” Kiosk Tests
Our friends at Linn’s Stamp News beat us to the USPS tests story at
Schaumburg Illinois. However, the USPS plans further tests from
other vendors. The USPS promises to keep us posted on future events.
Anything that I can share will be posted on the MSS Discussion
Group at YahooGroups. If you get near 651 Mall Drive in Schaum-
burg stop in and let them know what you think.

Dave
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New IBM Postal Kiosk
Dave Crotty

Jay Bigalke of Linn’s Stamp news scooped us on the story of a
new IBM “Print on Demand” Kiosk being tested at the Innovation
Center post office in Schaumburg, Illinois. The article in the August
25, 2008 issue describes a new type of post office that also is test-
ing this Automatic Postal Center (APC) kiosk that prints postage
that is significantly different from examples previously reported.

At the August APS Stampshow this writer saw Jay Bigalke re-
ceive an award recognizing his philatelic work. After the meeting I
congratulated Mr. Bigalke on his award as well as the excellent
article. He tells the story that he had been travelling through Chi-
cago to visit family in Wisconsin when he visited this new post
office as part of his work with Linn’s. As the postal workers gave
him a tour of the facility they asked if he would also like to see their
new kiosk. Of course he would. That is how he happened to be the
first to report this.

Member Yong Liu who lives in the Chicago area visited the
Schaumburg post office to provide us with some examples of the
stamps. The kiosk prints any denomination between 1c and $25.00
on precut papers and prints either a single stamp, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, or a sheet of ten stamps, Figure 2. The single stamp is printed
on a 90x50mm peelable label that has a 47x27mm cut where the
stamp is printed. The ten stamp sheet is printed on a 110x140mm
precut sheet peelable sheet with ten 47x27mm cuts for the stamps.
There is a peelable strip between the two rows of five stamps.

The phosphorescent stripe is pre-printed on the two sizes of pa-
pers. The location of the stripe appears to depend on how the papers
are loaded in the kiosk. The sheet of 10 provided to us by Yong has
the stripe to the left of the stamp. The sheet shown in the Linn’s
article shows the stripe to the right. We can only assume that the
intended position should be to the right of the stamp as shown for
our singles in Figure 1.The new stamp is inscribed with “IBM” to
distinguish it from the “APC” machines that are made by Wincor-
Nixdorf and vended by IBM.

It should be noted that the stamps that we have seen from this
kiosk do not print the rate directives, First Class, Postcard, Priority
etc, that we have seen from the APC. We wonder if different modes
of operation might produce stamps with the rate directives.

As a follow-up, this writer contacted USPS and spoke with Mi-
chael Adams, manager of Retail Service Equipment & Access Inno-
vations. Mr. Adams tells us that the Innovation Center, Figure 3,
where the kiosk is being tested is part of a study to revise the USPS
retail environment. The center has a variety of equipment to attract
customers, including a Redbox DVD vending machine, a financial
ATM, a small Office Max store, wifi internet access, business ma-
chines and business meeting rooms. The IBM kiosk itself is a revi-
sion of the IBM/Wincor-Nixdorf APC that amongst other features
does not have a postal scale. Mr. Adams points out that the “Print
on Demand” kiosk is designed to replace the current stamp vending
machines that have not produced enough sales to date and will not
replace the APC system. The USPS has invited IBM, NCR/PB, and
Wincor/Nixdorf to continue working on the design and to include
more attractive stamps. Future tests are planned and they may pro-
duce stamps with patriotic, wedding and holiday themes.

Figure 1. Three examples
of the IBM Kiosk Stamps
printed for the $.27 post-
card rate, $.42 letter rate
and $4.80 priority rate.

Figure 2. A sheet of ten stamps from the IBM kiosk printed for
the $.42 letter rate. Phosphor bar is reversed from normal.

Figure 3. IBM Print on Demand Kiosk in the
Schaumburg Innovation Center. APC in background.
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according to its weight and destination. After inserting a 25c
coin, the cost of registration for both inland and foreign letters, a
flap could be lifted and the letter inserted, taking care to place it
address upwards and in the right direction following the instruc-
tions provided (Figure2). Whilst these instructions were care-
fully printed on the back of the receipt one assumes that a copy
was also placed on the machine itself to guide the prospective
user. A handle on the right of the machine was then turned, the
letter dropped inside, and the receipt emerged as proof of post-
ing. On that appeared the date, office or apparatus designation,
and the registration number. The sender then filled in the details
of the addressee on the receipt. The letter itself fell into a com-
partment and was stamped in the bottom left corner with a large
letter R and the registration number as on the receipt. After the
machine had been cleared a 25c stamp for the registration fee
paid was added by the post office to each letter.
Measures to prevent fraud elicited the high admiration of the ‘Le
Journal des Philatélistes’. If a coin was inserted but no letter in
order to attempt to perpetrate a fraudulent claim, no receipt was
delivered, but the machine retained the money. The correct func-
tioning of the apparatus depended on proper payment which then
released the handle which set in motion all subsequent opera-
tions. A magnet picked up any spurious coins with iron content,
but allowed the true 25c nickel coin to pass onward as intended.
Apparently the magnet slowed down the nickel coin because any
other metal went through the machine too quickly and was also
rejected. Under size coins of the wrong value were also de-
flected from the correct route and thrown out. Finally should the
machine run out of receipts a closed sign popped up and no more
coins could be inserted. Letters incorrectly franked, or indeed
not franked at all, would not be forwarded, though how they
would be dealt with was not
specified.

Paul Lamar in his article
carefully reviewed the infor-
mation provided by Messieurs
Strowski and Brunel. Strowski
clearly drew on Brunel’s work
and both show the same receipt
with an impossible date of
1900. However the text is the
same as that on the one exam-
ined by Paul Lamar which
would suggest a genuine re-
ceipt poorly copied or tran-
scribed. The October receipt
seen by Monsieur Lamar has
the month abbreviated to OKT.
Since the inventor was Hun-
garian and German the lan-
guage used in the Austro Hun-
garian Empire it simply means
that the date slugs were not
updated for use in France. The
1909 article confirms that the
month was in German and the number 1 after the date the num-
ber allocated to the apparatus. Subsequent machines were in-
tended to have the number of the post office itself at that point.
Monsieur Lamar felt that the drawing of the machine must have
been done from a sketch of the actual apparatus. Such a precise

sketch could not be
purely a product of
an artists’ imagina-
tion, Figure 3. It first
appeared in Brunel’s
book and nothing of
its origin is known.

Three letters are
now recorded and the
period of use began
on 29 July 1909 and
continued until at
least October. Noth-
ing seems to be
known about its with-
drawal but it is does
not seem likely that it lasted much beyond October 1909. There are a
number of unused envelopes around which appear to be a demonstra-
tion of how such letters would appear. I do not know when they were
produced or what their status is, the example here has been done the
wrong way round with the R etiquette at top right instead of bottom
left, Figure 4.

Letters Known

The number on the October cover does not fit with the other two.
On the receipts seen there seems to be no space for a fourth digit for
the registration number so it may simply have repeated on reaching
999.
Bibliography
1. ‘Le Journal des Philatélistes’ for 1909.
2. Le Patrimoine de la Poste Flohic Editions 1996 page 231 out-

lines the career of Julien Simyan.
3. Les Feuilles Marcophiles 235 1983 article by Paul Lamar pages

11-15.
4. Les Estampilles Postales au XX e siècle S Strowski 1933 pages

126-127.
5. La Poste à Paris Georges Brunel 1920 pages 378-379.
The last is a book to be used with caution; it has many fascinating
snippets but gives no sources. Much has been found incorrect with
subsequent research. Cross check with other sources for accuracy.

Editor’s Note: The existence of another experimental registration
machine came to our attention this summer from a note at
www.philatelicdatabase.com. This provides the text from a British
Newspaper, the Standard, which misspells the name as Fabor. We
thank Stanley Luft and Peter Kelly and Martin Stempien of the
France and Colonies Philatelic Society, www.fcps.org.uk, for help-
ing us find Christopher Hitchen and his wonderful article about this
interesting experimental postage registration device.

Date Franking Destination Reg # Source

3.8.1909 25+25c Belgium R190 Author

16.8.1909 25+25c Switzerland R792 Sinais Auction
58, June 2005

2.10.1909 10+25c Amiens R375 Paul Lamar

Figure 3. Drawing of
Fodor Machine.

Figure 4. Proof Cover on Antal Fodor
corner card.

(Continued Page 11)
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US News
Dave Crotty

USPS Meter Migration Phase IV
The last US postage meters without the barcodes will be obsolete
the last day of 2008. So far no extensions have been announced.
The older meters should work 90 days after the last update before
they automatically quit. Look for last days!

PB DM and Infinity Indicia Variations-Update
The Summer 2007 Vol59/No2 issue of this Bulletin reported

(from several members’ notes) the known variations of meters
from the Pitney Bowes DM series, Type IPMSC SB3. Frankie
Sutera recently reported an impression with the 02 1R model
number. This impression is similar to those seen with the 02 1A
model number. This series is summarized in Table 1 and images
are shown below.

Last issue we reported the first Pitney Bowes Infinity meter
impression with the 02 1T model number. Dennis Ladd subse-
quently found several of these in his mail along with a new 02
1M. Zeb Vance provided a listing of meter numbers that are
known for the Infinity impressions. Table 2 shows what we know
about these.

Karen King of Pitney Bowes explains that several meter models
can be placed in the mailing machines. The 1A, 1M and 1R are
used in the DM550 through DM1100 mailing machines. The 1L
was temporarily used in DM300 and DM400 models. The 1P is
used in Mailstation 2 Digital System which includes the DM100,
200, 300 and 400 models, and 1P is used with the PB Postal Ki-
osk. The 1T is specific for the DM Infinity. We are very grateful
to PB for providing this information. The Infinity model can print
the half and full sized barcode. The half sized barcode is used
when mail can be sent directly to the route mail carrier.

Finally, Ernie Angio shows us the first known Infinity indicia
printed in red ink. All previous examples are black.

Prefixes Meter
Number

Value Notes

02 1A 00043
00046

00.000 Feathers different lengths.
‘Pitney Bowes small but longer
than lowest feather.

02 1L 00072 00.000 Same as 02 1A seems very rare

02 1M 00042 00.000 Same as 02 1A

02 1P 00023
00024

00.000 Top feathers same length.
‘Pitney Bowes’ small but
longer than lowest feather

02 1P 00033
00045

000.000 Feathers different lengths.
‘Pitney Bowes same length as
lowest feather.

02 1P 00021
00022
00025-28
00030
00032
00038
00041

000.000 Feathers different lengths.
‘Pitney Bowes’ large, as long
as top feather.

Type

a

b

c

d

e

f

g 02 1R 000209 00.000 Same as 02 1A

Table 2
Variations in PB Infinity Impressions

Type Prefixes Meter Number Value

a 02 1A 2740000 00.000

b 02 1M 6950000 00.000

c 02 1T 6950000 00.000

d 21 small
barcode

21 2740000
21 6950000

00.000

Table 1
Variations in USPMSC Type SD1 or IPMSC SB3

Pitney Bowes DM
Indicia Variations
With New “02 1R” Model.

Pitney Bowes Infinity Indicia
With New 02 1M Model Number.

a

e

d

f

b

g

c

Continued page 8

Pitney Bowes Infinity Indicia
First one Found in Red.
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ALAND
On 3/27/08, Aland Post issued a stamp

depicting the Burnet rose (AX1, Frama).

AUSTRALIA
Australia Post has finally phased out its

old Tritech counter printer (dot matrix
printer) and replaced it with a thermal
transfer printer from Paxar Monarch. To commemorate this event,
Adelaide G.P.O. produced a farewell issue for the Tritech printer
(“FINAL S.A.”; AU1,
Tritech) and a welcome
issue for the Paxar
Mo n a r c h pr i n t e r
(“FIRST S.A.”; AU2,
Paxar) on 1/7/08, using
the koala/kangaroo pa-
per (six different de-
signs).

AUSTRIA
From 04/29/08 until 11/02/08, a vending machine is found in

Gmunden to commemorate the 2008 Upper Austria's Provincial
Exhibition "Salzkammergut" (estate of the Salt Chamber). Stamps
have the imprint SALZKAMMERGUT (AT1-2, Sielaff). The Vi-
enna International Postage Stamp Exhibition, WIPA08, will be held
from 09/18/08 until 09/21/08. For this purpose, Austria Post re-
leased two labels depicting parts of Vienna. These labels have the
imprint “18.-21.9.2008” (6/30/08; AT3-4 , Sielaff). For the stamp
show Gmunden 2008, these WIPA08 labels received the imprint
GMUNDEN 2008 (6/6/08 – 6/8/08; AT5-6, Sielaff).

COSTA RICA
In Costa Roca, approximately

150 Epelsa post office counter
printers are in service. In 02/08, a
new label depicting an ox cart was
issued for these machines (CR1,
Epelsa).

FRANCE
On March 1, 2008, French Post (“La Poste”) adjusted its postage

rates. Therefore, the newer IER vending machines received a new
software version. This resulted in significant changes of the thermal
imprint found on the paper plane labels: The font of the mail service
is now thinner compared to the font of the denomination. Also, the
new service imprint “LETTRE PRIORITAIRE” (domestic priority
mail) is now available. Besides, CVP without mail service imprint
or with imprint “PRIORITAIRE” (international priority mail; FR1,
IER) can be obtained.

The Philatelic Spring Show 2008 was hosted by CNEP
(Association of French Stamp Dealers and Experts) in Lyon from
4/6/08 until 4/8/08. A CVP issue commemorating the bicentennial
of Guignol was released by La Poste. Guignol is the main character
in a popular Lyonnais puppet show and is depicted on the left part
of the label. The statue of Laurent Mourguet who created Guignol
in 1708 is shown on the right (FR2, IER). Labels produced were
without any additional imprint or with “LETTRE PRIORITAIRE”
or “PRIORITAIRE” imprint.

During the third “Stamp and Writing Show” in Paris (Le Salon
du Timbre et de l'Ecrit; 6/14/08-6/22/08), held at the Parc Floral de
Paris, three CVP issues were released: One issue shows a circus
(FR3, Monétel). The second issue shows several Parisian monu-
ments such as the Gothic cathedral, Notre-Dame de Paris, on the
left (FR4, Monétel). The last issue commemorates the 81st Con-
gress of the French Federation of Philatelic Associations and de-
picts the arch bridge, Pont Alexandre III, and the exhibition hall,
Grand Palais (FR5 , Monétel). For all three Monétel issues, addi-
tional imprints referring to the mail service were possible:
“E” (second class letter), “P” (international priority) and LET-
TRE” (first class letter).

ISRAEL
During the World Stamp Championship Exhibition, Israel 2008,

held in Tel Aviv (5/14/08-5/21/08), a CVP issue was available from

Overseas CVP Variable Denomination Stamps 2008 update
By Karim Roder

(Continued on Page 7)
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PORTUGAL
2008 has been designated the “National Year of volunteering

with the fire service”. For this purpose, CTT Posts of Portugal is-
sued two commemorative CVP labels depicting fire helmets on
5/30/08. The small-format paper (PT1, Amiel) is used for Amiel,
SMD and Newvision stamp-vending machines. The large-format
paper is solely used for Monétel machines (PT2, Monétel). Similar
to Israel, post offices were requested to replace blue ink ribbons in
Amiel and Newvision machines with black ones as of 5/30/08. Not
quite unexpected, this change did not happen smoothly and both
issues as well as the previous ones, “European Year of Equal Op-
portunities for All”, exist now with black and blue imprints. Not to
mention that all four types of machines allow the additional imprint
“CORREIO AZUL” to refer to the mail option “first class”.

TAIWAN
The 19th International Asian Stamp Show was held at the Taipei

World Trade Center from 3/7/08 until 3/11/08. To commemorate
this event, Chunghwa Post released a CVP issue depicting Tung oil
tree flowers. Tung oil or Chinese wood oil is made from the seeds
of this tree and is used for different purposes e.g. for paints or var-
nishes. Fifteen Innovision machines (machine numbers: 91-105)
were in service during the show using three different printing col-
ors, black, blue and red (TW1-3, Innovision). The Tung oil tree
flowers paper has also been used in the 15 Innovision vending ma-
chines (machine numbers: 076-090; TW4) installed in post offices
to give local collectors the chance to get this issue. Also, during the
stamp show, folders containing Formosan black bear labels printed
in black, blue or red (machine numbers: 91-105; TW5-7) were sold.
Finally, commemorative postage meter labels depicting the Heng-
chun birdwing butterfly, Formosan rock monkey, clouded leopard,
Formosan sambar and Mikado pheasant were sold ( TW8-12, ???).

The Innovision machine at Hsinchu post office (machine num-
ber: 084; 3/29/08) dispensed Tung oil tree flowers labels with green
imprint (TW13, Innovision). This was part of a larger event to
celebrate the 120 th anniversary of postal services in Taiwan.

The Tucheng Tung Blossom Festival was held this April. On this
occasion, the CVP-vending machine was in service at Banchiao
post office printing Tung oil tree flowers labels with green imprint
(4/26/08; TW14).

To commemorate the 100th anniversary of the completion of the
Taiwan rail network, a temporary post office at Fongyuan train sta-
tion was equipped with an Innovision machine dispensing Formo-
san black bear and ROCUPEX 2006 paper with green imprint
(machine number 93;
6/9/08; TW15-16).
VATICAN

On 03/06/08, a new CVP issue depicting Bernini's colonnades
and St. Peter’s Basilica was released (VA1, Frama ). Interestingly,
the philatelic division uses the same label with the denomination of
0.85 Euro printed at the printing plant to sell it as normal postage
stamp (VA2).

two Amiel machines (IL1, Amiel). Stamps bear either the machine
number “001” (philatelic division), or “060” (machines on the
show; “060” refers to Israel’s 60 th anniversary).
Starting in March, the blue ink ribbons in all Amiel machines were
replaced with black ones. The following issues have now black im-
prints: Definitive issue stag (02/20/07; machine numbers: 001, 004,
006, 008, 010, 012 and 015; IL2, Amiel) and the tourism issues,
Rehovot (9/12/06; 001, 011), Ashdod (6/20/07; 001, 018) and Elat
(8/27/07; 001, 013).

NETHERLANDS
In recent months, TNT Post continued installing ProPostal 2000

kiosks. Two machines are now in service at the renovated main post
office in The Hague (04/25/08; machine numbers: TNT00005 and
TNT00006). Also, two units run now in a new post office in Papen-
drecht (05/16/08; machine numbers: PK000006 and PK000007).
Stamps are also available with the PRIORITY logo.

Very surprisingly, TNT Post has recently started several tests
with self-service vending machines from two manufacturers. These
machines use the same paper as the Newvision machines. In three
"Super de Boer" supermarkets, aCon kiosks were installed: Roosen-
daal-Van Beethovenlaan (2/19/08; machine number: TNT00103);
Breda-Donk (2/20/08; TNT00100); Ridderkerk-Dillenburgplein
(2/21/08; TNT00101). Except thermal printing postage stamps with
or without Priority (NL1-2, aCon), these kiosks offer a range of
different mail services: Registered Mail; Standard Parcel (NL3,
aCon); Parcel, Freepost; Parcel, Postage paid by Recipient; Parcel,
Collect on Delivery; Guaranteed Mail. For these mail services, lar-
ger dated meter postage labels are printed.

Two Gunnebo machines were placed into "Jan Linders" super-
markets at Arnhem (3/18/07; machine number: WL003965) and
Cuijk (4/9/08; WL003259). These machines only thermal print
strips of five or ten postage stamps (five denominations available
only; NL4-5, Gunnebo). However, they also dispense cash and
telephone cards. Unlike the Newvision and aCon machines, Gun-
nebo machines cannot be used to mail parcels.

(Continued on Page 8)
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US News Continued
Postal Directive Slugs are Not Obsolete
Meter slugs as
such are obso-
lete. However
they live on in
electronic form
and we have
shown some on
these pages. We don’t think we have shown this message seen on
an IPMSC Type M2 meter (from Frankie Sutera). This PostPerfect
meter somehow was used without the benefit of a zip code. We can
only speculate that a loaner meter was brought in by service person-
nel and the user needed to get mail out quickly.

Parcel Package Postage
Weifen Li sent a few interesting package labels. The first is a web

based Click-N-Ship that produced the wrong postage on the date of
the rate change in May 2008. The second image is the correct rate.

Also included are two indicia produce by using endicia.com with
the Apple Macintosh software and these are somewhat rare.

(Continued from Page 7)
Continued from Page 5

Click-N-Ship with the wrong postage for the new rate

Click-N-Ship with the correct postage for the new rate

Parcel Post Label from endicia.com/mac Software
Letter Label from endicia.com/mac Software
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Book Reviews
By Karim Roder

Details:
240 pages, paperback (8.3 × 11.7 inches), ca. 720 illustrations in full
colors, 16 tables. Mainly in Chinese but catalogue and philatelic
terms are in English and Chinese. ISBN 986-82868-0-1. Free full
English translation included.

APJ 2007-Three-Goose Automat Stamps
Due to the big success of the 2006 handbook, a 2007 handbook was
published by the Postal Automation Philately Society last year.
Again, the society received a nice award, viz. a large silver medal,
for the 2007 volume at Taipei 2008, the 21st Asian International
Stamp Exhibition. The 2007 handbook is divided into two main
parts. The first part introduces three-goose automat stamps that were
available from self-
service vending ma-
chines made in Taiwan
from 2001 until 2004.
These self-adhesive post-
age meter labels were
dated and had to be used
instantaneously. Al-
though the test was not
successful, two machine
generations, three three-
goose paper printings
and a number of test la-
bels printed by test ma-
chines exist. Seven arti-
cles talk about every-
thing related to this topic
including two interesting
plating studies. Similar
to the 2006 handbook,
we also find an article on
“three-goose automat
stamp exhibit on dis-
play”, an extensive catalogue section and a chronological summary
of this important part of Taiwan postal automation history. The sec-
ond part of the handbook is basically a continuation of the 2006 one
regarding CVP (ATM) issues. The first eight articles cover older
topics (e.g. printing errors from Unisys PMC or Nagler machines)
and the latest fifth generation machines from Innovision (since Sep-
tember 2007). We also find articles on the Hong Kong 10c meter
postage labels that served as normal postage stamps (“Hong Kong
red”), the 2006 Macau reprint CVP issue, Royal Mail’s internet post-
age and a review article on instant postage on demand (IPD) encom-
passing both meter postage stamps, CVP and internet postage. Again,
a full English translation of the handbook is available as electronic
file. Just like its 2006 predecessor, the 2007 handbook is highly rec-
ommended to anybody interested in postal automation in Greater
China, especially Taiwan.
Details:
216 pages, paperback (8.3 × 11.7 inches), ca. 620 illustrations in full
colors, 8 tables. Mainly in Chinese but catalogue is in English and
Chinese. ISBN 978-986-82868-1-8. Free full English translation
included.
Ordering Information
The handbooks can be ordered from Michael Lin, P.O. Box 9-42,
Hsintien, Taipei County, Taiwan 23199 (lmh1109@yahoo.com.tw).
Price is $30 per copy, shipping (air or surface mail) is extra.

Automated Philately Journals 2006 and 2007
In April 2006, the Postal Automation Philately Society was founded
in Taiwan. Since then, the society has published two handbooks I
would like to review briefly.

APJ 2006-ATM Stamps
Whereas traditional CVP (ATM) areas such as Germany, France or
USA are nowadays hovering, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong or Macau
CVP have increasingly become popular – not only in these territo-
ries but also in Europe. The Automated Philately Journal 2006
mainly deals with all Taiwan CVP issues released until August
2006. The first part of the book consists of 17 articles written in
Chinese by a number of local collectors. They cover different as-
pects of Taiwan CVP and provide a wealth of information to the
reader. Some articles
talk about the first and
second CVP issues
from American Unisys
PMC machines and
their plating. Details are
also found about the
second to fourth gen-
erations of CVP vend-
ing machines used by
Chunghwa Post and
their test prints. The
majority of articles fo-
cuses on errors such as
color errors, wrongly
assigned machine num-
bers, gum prints or
overprint errors. This
reflects upon the keen
interest of local collec-
tors in CVP errors or
“monsters” as they call
them in Taiwan. Collectors who may consider to exhibit their CVP
collection will find the article “ATM exhibits on display” quite
helpful. Three articles cover other areas of Greater China, viz.
China, Hong Kong and Macau CVP. The bilingual (Chinese and
English) catalogue part of the handbook lists all CVP issues includ-
ing details of each issue and tons of photos depicting stamps, es-
says, test prints, errors and varieties. Postal history collectors will
appreciate the Taiwan postage rate tables since 1991 found in the
Appendix. I personally like the chronological summary of all CVP
issues/incidents and related postmarks also found in the appendix
(both in Chinese). Finally, a very helpful bilingual table on phila-
telic terms related to postal automation philately can be found.
Since the Postal Automation Philately Society has only very re-
cently made a full English translation of the handbook in form of an
electronic file available, collectors who cannot read Chinese, have
now the unique opportunity to indulge in this popular topic. Not
surprisingly, this handbook has so far been awarded a large vermeil
medal at national Rocupex 2007 and a vermeil medal at the World
Stamp Championship Israel 2008. Congratulations.
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Personal Postage News
Photostamp Population Survey - March 2008
Charlie Gore provides this survey of single used photostamps on
piece. The lot sizes making up the total ranged from 60 to 200
stamps obtained from several sources. The lots were obtained with
no restrictions on the printer of the stamps. 30 -35 % of the stamps
came from the western U.S. The remainder came from the eastern
U.S.
Sample Size: 1854
Percentage by Trade Name

 PhotoStamps 79.1
 Zazzle 16.6
 Endicia 2.2
 PhotoNet Stamps 1.8
 YourStamps (3 stamps)
P.B. Expressions (2 stamps)

Comments
 Stamps.com has 80.1% of the market.
 About 33% of the Zazzle stamps were charities such as

Humane Society. I feel this use appears to be shift to a
lower percentage

Photostamp Vendors
Otto Bergman is a plumber by trade and a personal postage en-

thusiast on the side. Here he shows a gallery of stamps available
that permit a user supplied image.

Pitney Bowes Teams up with Prep Sportsware
Karen King, Manager of PB’s Public Relations announces that

Pitney Bowes personal (customized) postage unit has arranged for
the on-line retailer Prep Sportswear to sell postage stamps. Prep
Sportswear is said to have a network of 800,000 online stores, the
webs’ largest school and team sports marketplace.

“To personalize postage, customers can visit www.prepsports
wear.com to access Prep Sportswear’s network of online custom-
ized stores for K-12 private and public schools, sports teams,
booster clubs and other organizations. After selecting an online
customized store and the postage product category, customers can
purchase postage through three simple steps. First customers select
a postage value and quantity. Next, they can choose from four dif-
ferent postage layout designs. Finally customers selecte a shipping
method and submit their order. Prep Sportswear’s technology solu-
tions also allow customers to add, edit and publish their own school
or team store and create, design and buy personalized products,
including postage.”

Otto Bergman has investigated this offering. The design choices
are text and color. There is no submission of customer images.
Also, there is no restriction on the names of teams. They can be any
K-12 team and they will accept fictitious teams and jokes, within
certain guidelines.

Despite the emphasis on K-12 teams Melissa Leland, the Design
Coordinator at Prep Sportswear, provided a scan of a sample sheet
prepared for the Billings Broncs.

MountainCow

Pitney Bowes

Pitney Bowes Stamp Expressions

stamps.com

endicia.com

Zazzle.com/Pitney Bowes

stamps.com

Zazzle.com/Pitney Bowes YourStamps.com

Sample sheet (cropped) of Prep Sportswear customized postage pre-
pared for the Billings Broncs with insert of single stamp.
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Paris Registration Meter,1909
The Philatelic Database, www.philatelicdatabase.com, contains the

following article from the British newspaper, The Standard, which
discuses the early postage meter experiment conducted in Paris
France.

Automatic Postal Devices in Paris
“Monsieur Millerand, the new minister of Public Works, who has

the department of Post and Telegraphs under his charge, is attempting
to remedy the extreme disorder in which this department has been left
by constituting mechanical devices, which will take work off the
shoulders of the overburdened employees. He has already ordered the
immediate installation of an automatic Telephone Exchange, which
will cope with needs of 200 subscribers, and yesterday by his instruc-
tions, a new machine was placed at the disposal of the public, which
registers letters automatically. This machine is placed outside a post
office in one of the busiest parts of the city, only a stones-throw from
the Avenue de l’Opéra, and already it has done good service.

In the front of the machine are four openings, one for the nickel
coin of 25 centimes (twopence-halfpenny is the French registration
fee); the second is to receive letters or small packets; the third to serve
out the counterfoil, and the fourth to return bad or bent pieces. After
putting the coin in the aperture the operator has to turn a handle; he
may then insert the letter, and two seconds later, when the scales have
steadied themselves, the counterfoil is delivered to the operator, bear-
ing the same number as that stamped on the letter. The machine
makes no provision for letters, which do not already bear the neces-
sary stamps for the usual inland postal service, but in front of it is the
notice: “Unstamped letters will be delivered by ordinary post’

The inventor, a Hungarian named Fabor, proposes, however, to add
a letter-weighing apparatus, through which all letters will have to be
passed before being registered, and by means of this device the letter
will be stamped according to weight. Besides helping the Post Office
administration, the machines will add to the popularity of the nickel
25 centimes coin. Simultaneously, machines have been established at
the stations of the underground railway for distributing first-class tick-
ets at the same charge.

Machines have already been in use for a year for distributing 5,10
and 25 centimes stamps.”

China Meter Cover dated 10 October 2006

Chinese Antarctic? Meter
Ernest E. Angino

Illustrated is a recent cover from Antarctica celebrating the
24th Chinese South Pole Expedition. Given the known facts of
Antarctic Stations, however, several questions arise as to the
authenticity of the cover. In other words, is it a cover cancelled
in Antarctica, Antarctica waters, or elsewhere?

The town mark (TM) bears a Beijing cancel with a 2006 date.
The logo, however, celebrates the Dome A Expedition and is
dated Feb. 2008, and the smaller logo in the upper right celebrates
the 2007-2008 International Polar Year. In 2006 China had two
Antarctic shore based stations – Great Wall (Chang Cheng) and Z
hongshan established in 1985 and 1989 respectively. She also
operates an icebreaker named Snow Dragon (Xuelong). A third
station is planned for Dome A, the highest location on the inland
ice sheet. Given this summary, several questions need to be asked.
1. Is this a bonofide Antarctic meter cover canceled in Antarctica?
2. Was the meter and TM stamped and applied in Beijing and car-
ried to Antarctica?
3. Was the meter added to the cover at either of the two shore
based stations or aboard the icebreaker going to/returning from
Antarctica, or in Antarctic waters?
4. Was the meter applied in 2006 or on the trip south at a later
date and added to the envelope when the Feb. 2008 logo was
added.

Nothing related to this type of information is clear. We are left
wondering- Is this a genuine Antarctic cover or one fabricated for
sale to the philatelically enamored of any thing related to Antarc-
tica? This writer has the cover illustrated and is happy with it, but
with a Beijing TM I do not considered it to be a true Antarctic
meter cover i.e. one cancelled on the Antarctic continent or aboard
an icebreaker sailing in Antarctic waters off the two bases noted
above.

The cover shown has a small penciled-in number (832) on
the back upper left corner. Presumably there could be 832+
others like it run off and then manually numbered on reverse.

Nowhere on the two covers that I have seen is there any indica-
tion of whether this cover or others like it were cancelled in Ant-
arctica. Evidence wise the cover was cancelled (see TM) in Beijing.
I believe it may never have been carried to Antarctica at all.

Continued from page 4

Florida Metered Revenue Stamps
David Wrisley has built an amazing website showing a wide range of
Florida Revenue Stamps. The stamps of interest to us are the metered
revenue stamps, mostly document and cigarette tax stamps. The web-
site is http://floridastaterevenues.spaces.live.com. The site contains
Dave’s rather extensive article on all Florida revenue stamps, and pro-
vides considerable detail on the metered stamps.

German Autopost Website
Andreas Lehr suggests we look at www.postautomation.de. The Ger-
man collector Dr. Eden is building a homepage of/for German ATMs
(CVP stamps), old German meters and the meters from the coin operat-
ing machines working in Berlin. Here we can find a lot of information
about these themes and of course pictures of the old machines and
scans of scarce covers too.
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World Report
Rick Stambaugh

New Internet Stamp from Germany
Heinz Friedberg and Karim Roder sent us information about Ger-
many’s new internet postage system, INTERNETMARKE. Now
just introduced for the public, its use was recently available only to
postal workers. The stamps are downloaded as PDF files (Adobe’s
Portable Document Format) and can be printed on labels or directly
to envelopes.

The stamp includes a
photo image which pres-
ently is limited to about a
hundred images selected by
the German postal service.
Perhaps in its release state
the system will allow users
to include images of their own creation, but I do not know this for a
fact.

Heinz says the square 2D barcode with the two bars at left is
called the Post Bar Code, and it is registered in a real time database.
As the stamps pass through the mail stream they are scanned and
recorded by facer/cancelling machines to ensure that each stamp is
used only once.

Although the stamp includes the date (month and year) of pur-
chase it is not restricted by date and can be used at any time.

World’s Earliest Computer Postage?
This will be old news for our German friends but possibly a sur-

prise for the rest of us, especially those who specialize in computer
generated stamps, i.e. pc postage. Prompted by a question from
Ernie Angino I had a back-of-the-book section of the late Heiner
Dürst's specialized catalog of German meter stamps (1980) trans-
lated into English. The section covers what are called EDV stamps,
i.e. electronic data processing stamps, in other words stamps gener-
ated by digital computer systems. These stamps first appeared in
1966 well before the first personal desktop computers and thus,
although computer stamps, come from mainframes rather than pcs.

The Dürst catalog lists eight different types but many more exist.
Reports of newer types have appeared in the German meter stamp
collecting society's journal at various times. What all EDV stamps
have in common is a pre-printed frame originally in red or orange
but more recently appearing in black and other colors. The point-of-
sale data is added digitally usually in black but also in red. We
show here a variety of EDV stamps. Note that these stamps were
used by large companies like Bayer, Siemens, banks and mail order
companies that used mainframe computers and generated a lot of
mail. Except for some early varieties most EDV stamps are not rare.
The most recent EDV stamp with a year date in my collection is
from 1986 but they continue in use today.

Heinz Friedburg tells us that the latest stamps have a pre-printed
frame on the envelope containing "Port paye / Freimachung (DV)
im Fenster" (Postage paid, franking visible in the window) with the
postage computer-printed on the enclosure and appearing through
the envelope's window. Modern EDV stamps also contain a 2D
barcode.

Something new from Poland
We show here an oddity, a Francotyp model “B” meter stamp

with the date figures vertical rather than horizontal. In truth this is
more than an oddity; it is a genuine conundrum. It is the only Fran-
cotyp meter stamp I have ever seen from any country with the date
oriented vertically and, according to my weak understanding of the
mechanics involved, may be an impossibility. What gives here?
Please contact this writer, Rick Stambaugh, at rickstam-
baugh@gmail.com if you have any ideas how this stamp came to
exist.

Supplement to the International
Postage Meter Stamp Catalog

Joel Hawkins and I are happy to announce that a supplement to
the International Postage Meter Stamp Catalog is about to be re-
leased and is probably available at the time you are reading this.
The Supplement corrects all errors and omissions that came to our
attention in the years since the book was first published in 2005.
Additionally we have created a large number of new and replace-
ment pages that can be inserted directly into your catalog. (Yes, I

Figure 1. Examples of German EDV Stamps

Figure 2. Polish Francotyp B with Vertical Date.
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MAJOR UNITED STATES POSTAGE METER STAMP COLLECTION
One of the finest and most comprehensive U.S. collections in existence

For Sale

CONTENTS: (type numbers are from the Hawkins & Stambaugh United States Postage Meter Stamp Catalog)
 An album of early rarities: Types AB and BA.
 An album of essays: Groups ESY-A through ESY-C.
 An album of specimens: Groups SPE-A and SPE-B.
 Seven cartons precisely sorted by meter type and variety starting with Type CA1 and concluding with Type REV-B1,

some unlisted back-of-the-book, state revenues, etc.
 Two cartons of modern digital, pc, and vending machine stamps on cover.
 Two cartons of better duplicates also sorted by type.

HIGHLIGHTS:
The collection includes many major rarities and one-of-a-kind items. Listed below are highlights only. This collection contains
every category of U.S. postage meter stamp in depth including color and other varieties, special and unusual usages, pictorial
advertising covers, first days, earliest known uses, etc, etc.

 Type AB1: the “Washington Shield” (one of three known)
 Type AB2: the “Chicago Shield”, several examples including the finest known cover.
 Type BA1: all values including a full cover with the 10¢ value and color error BA1c.
 Types CA1: 20¢. CA2-3: 1¢+1¢ 2¢+2¢. CA3: 16¢. CA4: 23¢ 43¢. CA4-1: 1¢+1¢ 18¢+1¢.

CA6: 5¢. CB1: 6¢. CB5: 11 different m#s. CC1 (one of two known). CC2. CD5. CE1: 1¢. CE2. CF1-CF4.
CG1: all values. CK1: 21¢ 23¢.

 Types DA1: 2¢ (the only one known) also 5¢ essay. DB1: 23¢ 75¢ $1. DB1c/e. DB3 (the only one known). DB5-8:
every value and variety plus proofs. DC5: 18¢. DC8: 16¢. DC9c. DC10: 5¢ 6¢ 15¢. DD1: 15¢. DE2c. DE3d.
DE3-2: .05+½¢. DF2: .21 .23 .24. DF3: .22. DF4b. DF5: ½.

 Types EA1: 1004 1005 1012. EA2: 1003 1007 1008 1011 1015.
 Types FA1-FB4. GB1-GB4. LB1: EKU. MD1. RC2. RC3. RD1. RD2. PO-EC1: 101 102 104 105. PO-FB6a.
 Groups G through S in depth.
 Group PO in depth.
 Types POX-A1 on large piece. POX-B1 (the only one known). POX-C1a/b/c. POX-D1: every m#. POX-E1. POX-

E2: every m# plus a/c/d/e/f/g. POX-F1/F2/F3 several FDCs including two of the five known of POX-F3.
 Types PD-A-IA3. PD-C-IA4A-2: Washington. PDX-A1A/B/a/b/c/d/e/f/g.
 Group VM near complete. VMX-A1. VMX-B1/B2: every variety. VMX-E1/E2 (many)
 Group OO near complete. Armed Forces in depth.
 Types ESY-A3/A7/A8/A10/A12/A21/A25/A26. ESY-B(CA2)2. ESY-B(CB1). ESY-B(DA1)2.

ESY-B(DE3)1/2. ESY-B(FA)1/2. ESY-B(POX-E) (the only one known). ESY-C3/C5/C7
 Types SPE-A(BA1). SPE-A(CC) (one of two known). SPE-A(CE) (the only one known).

SPE-A(CH1). SPE-A(MA1). SPE-A(POX-E1)2. SPE-A(PDX-A1). SPE-B7/B8.
Price on request to interested buyers.

Contact: Rick Stambaugh
613 Old Corlies Avenue, Neptune, NJ 07753
Email: riikstambaugh@yahoo.com
Telephone: 973-271-5082

Paid Advertisement

know you can’t insert new pages into a bound catalog, but work
with me here.)

Perhaps the best feature of this Supplement is that it is totally
free. We decided it would be both easier for us and more useful
to you if we published it on the web rather than on paper. Those
of you who want a paper copy can download and print it out
yourselves direct ly from the web site, http://

www.worldmeterstamps.com/index_supplement.html.
Those of you who do not have the original catalog can order a

copy by contacting Joel (Joel Hawkins, 3102 N. 150th LN, Good-
year AZ 85398-8925, joel5215@aol.com) or myself (Rick Stam-
baugh, 613 Old Corlies Ave., Neptune NJ 07753, rickstam-
baugh@gmail.com) or by visiting http://www.worldmeter
stamps.com/index_supplement.html.
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New:

“CLASSIFICAÇÃO BÁSICA DAS FRANQUIAS
MECÂNICAS BRASILEIRAS”

“BASIC CLASSIFICATION OF BRAZILIAN
METER STAMPS”

By: Mario Xavier Jr.

The first classification of the Brazilian meter stamps since their
beginning in 1925 to the present time.

The complete listing of the first imprints of each machine with
color illustrations of all types and subtypes.

Bilingual edition, Portuguese and English, 180 pages,
size A-4, spiral bound.
Price: US$ 50.00 + shipping costs

Contact: Rua Sergipe 424 ap 3-A
01243-000 São Paulo – SP - Brazil
E-mail: mxavierjr@uol.com.br

Paid Advertisement

Editor’s Note: See the review of this work Vol 60/1 page 5.

SLOGAN SHOWCASE Meters that Advertise Meters or Meter Events
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free WANT ADS
__________Society Business__________

Wanted, Decimal Postage: denominations of any meter type on cover.
Bulk mail denominations: 4¢, 4.2¢, 5¢, 6.4¢, 6.7¢, 7.7¢, 7.9¢, 8.8¢, 12.2¢
Nonprofit mail denominations: 1.9¢, 2.4¢, 3¢, 3.1¢, 3.2¢, 3.3¢, 4.0¢, 4.8¢, 5.5¢, 6.3¢, 6.6¢, 7.1¢, 7.2¢, 8.7¢
Presort first-class (all before 2/2/91): 14¢, 15.5¢, 16¢, 16.5¢, 17¢ (after 4/3/88), 19.1¢, 21.1¢, 23¢, 24.1¢, 26¢, 32¢, 34¢, 35¢, 41¢
Send priced photocopies or send on approval to Doug Kelsey, PO Box 16278, Tucson, AZ 85732 or email DouglasK21@aol.com
(winter 08/09)

Member Want Ad Terms
First Ad per Issue
To 35 Words Free
46-55 Words $2
56-65 Words $3
Second Ad Per Issue
Per 10 Words $1

Non Member Want Ads
20¢ per Word $5 minimum

Ad will run for four issues.
Must be renewed for longer
terms.. Send Ad copy and pay-
ment to Secretary Treasurer
Doug Kelsey.

Wanted-German Meters on cover before 1930. Erik Nagel, Box
65, Taylors, SC 29687. erik71@charter.net (Summer 08)

FRAMA WORLD CATALOG
286 pages, all English-French-Italian
(only $24 or 18 euro by registration)
See Review in MSS Bulletin #250

WORLD FRAMA PRICES LIST (free)
Flavio Rota, Via B, Marcello nr.3 I-22063 CANTU’CO (Italy)

Rota.flavio@tin.it , www.francobolli-automatici.it
(Winter 08/09)

Wanted- Meters related to author Washington Irving or his
works, such as Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Rip Van Winkel
(Kelsey #42.2) etc. Also seeking anything for Davy Crockett.
Gary Denis, P.O. Box 766, Patuxent River, MD 20670.
garycdenis@comcast.net (Summer 08)

"Selected Writings on Postage
Meter Stamps"

by Mr. Wu Weilin In Chinese 355
pages 1700+ illustrations. Com-
posed of 71 papers selected from
author's previous publications.
Wu Weilen, 808-1-69 Tianyueqiao
Road, Shanghai, 200030 China.
(See Review MSSQB Vol60/2)
wei l i n_wu15@hotmai l .com.

Book Price: US$ 17 plus Airmail
Postage US$ 20 or Surface Post-
age US$ 7. US Funds, cash or
check. (Spring 08)

Meters: Do you want to have fun? Its time to have someone else en-
joy. I’m giving it up. Hundreds of fronts and covers 30’s-80’s variety
of meters. Just pay postage and they are yours for several evenings of
fun. Just think of me if you have western WA covers, postcards, par-
ticularly Westport. Douglas Olson PO Box 2177 Westport WA
98595-2177, Ph 360 268 1924. (Spring 09)

For Sale: Norwegian Proofs
Kristiansund 1940 $18
Hammerfest 1945 25
Alta 1946 22
Al 1946 18

Douglas Olson PO Box 2177 Westport WA 98595-2177, Ph
360 268 1924. (Spring 09)

Wanted: meters and accessories from coin operated machines/
systems worldwide. Andreas Lehr, Lohweg 4A, 35716
Dietzhoelztal, Germany. Andi.lehr@backfeed.de. (Spring 09)

Situation Wanted: I collect current spray-on cancels/postmarks. I’m
looking for someone who has access to large quantities of incoming
mail (club dues or charity donations for example) and is willing to
save the cancels for me either as full envelopes or right halves with at
least a half inch margin at left. Please email me at jones-
beach47@yahoo.com (subject line: cancels) or write: Frank W. Sut-
era, 5 Spencer Path, St. Peters, MO 63376-2559. Your postage and
handling happily reimbursed regardless of shipping size. (Spring 09)

Wanted: Meters for Tanganiyak/Tanzania. Contact Richard Peck.
rp359@idx.com.au (Spring 09)

Wanted: DHL or Worldmail meter or PPI form countries other than
Europe. Identification through slogan, permit number or return ad-
dress. Alex Gundel, Mainzer Str. 75, 50678 Cologne, Germany.
Alexander.gundel@DLR.DE. (Spring 09)

Wanted: US Neopost eagle and stars, no control number
(CVP39) and US stamps.com with old mailbox (1CVP15), ei-
ther mint or used. Terrin Pearson, 9408 NW 24 Avenue, Van-
couver, WA 98665. btpearson@juno.com. (Spring 09)

TWO STAMPS WANTED: Israel with town mark reading (in Hebrew) “Beer Sheva is your town, keep it clean”. Poland with ad collar
around town mark as shown below right. Will pay $25 for the Israel stamp and $50 for the Poland stamp. Wanted for an exhibit.
Thanks. Rick Stambaugh, rickstambaugh@gmail.com, 613 Old Corlies Ave., Neptune NJ 07753. (Autumn 09)
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The Meter Stamp Society Bookstore
Canada

US Mexico World

Complete MSS Bulletin CD 1948-2007 $50.00

Mailed Via Mailomat by Douglas Kelsey $10.00 $12.50 $16.50
(The definitive guide)

United States Meter Stamps, First Days $ 6.00 $ 8.00 $10.00
and Earliest-Known Uses
by Douglas Kelsey

Make checks payable to Meter Stamp Society in US funds drawn on a US
bank or international money order. Send cash at your own risk. Send or-
ders to Douglas Kelsey.
Authors, List your book with the MSS. Contact Douglas Kelsey.

The MSS Quarterly Bulletin
1948-2007 On CD

2009 Membership Dues

It was proposed and voted that beginning
January 1, 2009 delivery options for the MSS
Quarterly Bulletin will be as follows:

Worldwide Web Delivery $8/yr
US First Class Mail Delivery* $20/yr
International First Class Mail* $40/yr

*First Class Mail for US and International
delivery will also include web delivery. The
web delivery issue with be in COLOR.

Contributors
to

this Issue:
Otto Bergman
Dave Crotty
Heinz Friedberg
Charlie Gore
Doug Kelsey
Dennis Ladd
Joann Lenz
Andreas Lehr
Weifen Li
Yong Liu
Karim Roder
Rick Stambaugh
Frankie Sutera
Zeb Vance
David Wrisley

MSS_NO LASTNAME FIR_NAME STREET CITY STATE ZIP

New Member

1340 EMERY RON 16 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD CONTOOCOOK NH 03229
1341 FORD HAROLD PO BOX 871009 STONE MOUNTAIN GA 30087
1342 CONNER, MD MICHAEL G. 109 WOODWARD ROAD TRUSSVILLE AL 35173
New Address
0187 (H) PUSTEL GABRIEL 1 BAY SHORE DRIVE TOMS RIVER NJ 08753-6201
1279 STEPHENSON GEORGE 119 ROUTE 204 APT #21A SELINSGROVE PA 17870
Deceased
1230 PULVER DALE

Secretary Treasurer’s Report


